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Abstract: Virtual power plants (VPPs) are an effective platform for attracting private investment and
customer engagement to speed up the integration of green renewable resources. In this paper, a robust
bidding strategy to participate in both energy and ancillary service markets in the wholesale electricity
market is proposed for a realistic VPP in Western Australia. The strategy is accurate and fast, so the
VPP can bid in a very short time period. To engage customers in the demand management schemes
of the VPP, the gamified approach is utilized to make the exercise enjoyable while not compromising
their comfort levels. The modelling of revenue, expenses, and profit for the load-following ancillary
service (LFAS) is provided, and the effective bidding strategy is developed. The simulation results
show a significant improvement in the financial indicators of the VPP when participating in both the
LFAS and energy markets. The payback period can be improved by 3 years to the payback period of
6 years and the internal rate of return (IRR) by 7.5% to the IRR of 18% by participating in both markets.
The accuracy and speed of the proposed bidding strategy method is evident when compared with a
mathematical method.

Keywords: ancillary service; bidding strategy; customer engagement; energy market; internal rate
of return; load-following ancillary service; gamification; payback period; virtual power plants;
wholesale electricity market

1. Introduction

The emission of greenhouse gases is causing the Earth’s temperature to rise, and if we
do not take immediate action, we will see catastrophic consequences. Achieving zero net
emissions by 2050 is now a goal for many nations, including Australia, and it will require
the use of renewable resources [1]. Renewables such as solar and wind are abundant and
can be used without emitting any significant pollution. Such renewable energy sources are
becoming more popular, but they cannot always generate power when we need it because
the sun is not shining, or the wind is not blowing. This is a problem because we need to
rely on renewable energy to help us reduce our reliance on fossil fuels and stop climate
change. Energy storage is the key to making renewables reliable [2]. By storing energy
when the sun is shining and the wind is blowing, we can use that energy when we need it
most and keep our renewable systems running smoothly.

Therefore, the world is moving towards renewable energy and energy storage, but the
process is slow. Utilities are also struggling with the technical issues associated with the
increase in rooftop PV systems and large renewable plants. Virtual power plants (VPPs)
are an effective way of coordinating different sources of energy and attracting private
investments, which help make renewables the norm [3]. By investing in VPPs, the investors
are not only helping the environment, but they are also obtaining a great return on their
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investment, i.e., 8.5 years payback for an Australian VPP [4]. An analysis of a VPP in
Malaysia, which includes PVs and energy storage, also shows a 10 to 11 year payback
period [5]. In addition, a study in Japan shows that the payback period of a VPP can be
around 15 years when they obtain a discount on energy storage in a large scale system [6].
Another study shows that heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning units can create a VPP
for a residential community [7]. VPPs are becoming more and more popular, especially
when investors realize they can increase their revenue by participating in the wholesale
electricity market (WEM).

The WEM is a competitive market operated by the Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO) where generators sell their electricity and services to the grid at a price that
will make them the most profit. By participating in the WEM, VPPs can optimize their
contributions in different markets to maximize their profits. VPPs can also provide ancillary
services such as a load-following service to the grid and get paid for it. This can result in
significantly increased profits for VPPs. Different strategies are proposed for optimizing the
participation of VPPs in electricity markets, which are different essentially because of the
difference in rules of operating markets around the world. For example, information gap
theory is utilized for scheduling resources in a VPP [8]. A robust coordination of energy
resources is also discussed to consider the uncertainties in electricity prices and renewable
resources [9]. Heuristic algorithms such as the grasshopper optimization algorithm are also
used for controlling frequency by a VPP [10]. Further, a coordinating system was evaluated
for congestion management using multiple VPPs [11]. A two-level robust dispatching
of resources in a VPP results in around 20% cost reduction for the VPP [12]. A Dirichlet
process mixture model can also be used to robustly optimise the operation of a VPP [13]. A
Nash–Harsanyi bargaining solution can also be innovatively developed to fairly allocate
the profit of participating in frequency regulation [14]. In addition, participation of a VPP
in an ancillary service [15] and the energy market can result in a payback period of around
10 years [16]. However, the engagement of customers in the operation of VPPs is very
critical and needs to be considered in a way that is pleasant for the customers; this is not
investigated in detail in the literature.

Demand management is considered a source of flexibility within a VPP that increases
profit for the VPP [17,18]. However, traditional demand response and management has
not been very effective mainly due to financial overhead of running such programs and
the lack of consideration for the comfort of participants. Therefore, a gamified approach
is studied for customer engagement within a VPP [19]. Using this gamification approach,
the customers will participate more in the demand flexibility of the VPP. A robust bidding
strategy considering gamified consumer contributions is also studied [19]. Although the
participation in the market is discussed in the literature, a detailed framework for a bidding
strategy for Western Australia (WA), which includes gamified customer engagement and is
fast and understandable for industry, has not previously been provided.

1.1. Ancillary Services in WEM

In addition to the energy market, there are several ancillary services which are being
procured by AEMO for the reliable and secure operation of the power grid in WEM. These
ancillary services are the load-following ancillary service (LFAS), the spinning reserve
ancillary services (SRAS), the load rejection reserve ancillary services (LRRAS), the dispatch
support service (DSS), and the system restart service (SRS) as explained in the “wholesale
electricity market rules” [15]. Among all these services, AEMO runs the ancillary market
only for the LFAS, and other ancillary services are secured using bilateral contracts with
large generators, specifically with Synergy. Therefore, in this paper, only participation in the
LFAS market is considered for the VPP.

LFAS is the service that continuously balances supply and demand to regulate the
frequency of the WEM power grid within the normal range, which is from 49.8 to 50.2 Hz for
99% of the time. To this aim, the participants in the LFAS market can provide two forms of
the LFAS: upwards LFAS and downwards LFAS. Upwards LFAS is provided for increasing
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frequency by increasing the power generation of the participant, while downwards LFAS
is provided to decrease frequency. The LFAS is enabled in response to any frequency
violations from the normal condition; the power generation of the enabled participant
in the LFAS market changes based on commands from an automatic generation control
(AGC) system.

As per the WEM rules, the AEMO must forecast the upwards LFAS and the down-
wards LFAS quantities for each 30 min trading interval in the next trading day; however,
these estimates can be modified before the trading interval. A participant in the LFAS
market can submit an LFAS amount for their facilities for any or all trading intervals in the
balancing horizon and before the gate closure for those trading intervals. The balancing
horizon is a 43 h period from 1 p.m. of each trading day to the end of 8 a.m. on the next
trading day.

An example of LFAS bidding and enablement over four trading intervals is shown in
Figure 1. As can be seen, in trading interval one, the enabled LFAS power is upwards and
less than the bidding amount of this participant. In the second interval, the enabled LFAS
amount is downwards and near the downwards LFAS bidding. There is no enablement in
the third interval. However, in the fourth trading interval, both upwards and downwards
are enabled, and the bidding amount for the downwards LFAS is also enabled.
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Figure 1. An example of LFAS bidding and enablement over four trading intervals. Green: bidding
power for upwards LFAS; Blue: bidding power for downwards LFAS; Brown: the enabled power by
AGC. Numbers 1 to 4 are representing the trading intervals.

The LFAS requirement approved for the WEM in 2020–2021 has increased to 105 MW
(from the planned 85 MW) for upwards and downwards LFAS between 5:30 a.m. and
7:30 p.m., and to 80 MW (from the planned 50 MW) for both upwards and downwards
LFAS between 7:30 p.m. and 5:30 a.m. for each trading interval. These increased amounts
for LFAS requirements are due to the expected connection of 520 MW of additional inter-
mittent non-scheduled generation, especially roof top PV panels. It is expected that LFAS
requirements have increased due to adding more volatile rooftop PVs. The actual average
upwards and downwards LFAS quantities enabled between 5:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. during
25 September 2020 up to 30 April 2021 are 111 and 117 MW, respectively, which shows
some levels of backup LFAS have also been activated [20].

1.2. Contributions and Structure

This paper develops a framework for a bidding strategy which maximizes the profit
for the VPP owner, reduces the cost of electricity for the dwellings, and provides a service
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to the Western Australian grid by provision of energy and load-following ancillary ser-
vice. The proposed framework also includes the gamified customer engagement model
developed by [19]. Based on the best knowledge of authors, there are no publications that
jointly consider the gamification approach along with the participation in the LFAS market.
Additionally, the proposed method is fast, as it uses an expert method for bidding which
enables a VPP to decide on the optimal bidding in a very short time period. Using this
strategy, the VPP is also able to change its bidding right before the gate closure to maximize
the profit. Another benefit of this higher speed is to reduce the computational effort and
the required memory for attaining an optimal bid for a VPP. Furthermore, the logic of
the proposed expert bidding strategy is simple and understandable, so it can be easily
implemented in different practical platforms.

A realistic VPP is studied in this paper as this is being built in Western Australia,
including 67 dwellings, an 810 kW rooftop solar farm, 350 kW/700 kWh vanadium redox
flow batteries (VRFB), heat pump hot water systems (HWS), and demand management.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Developing an expert model for a fast and robust bidding strategy in the LFAS and
energy markets, considering PV generation, energy storage scheduling and a gamified
contribution of consumers to maximize the profit of the VPP and reduce consumers’
energy costs;

• Analysis of the economic viability of the realistic VPP when participating in the LFAS
and energy markets, including the payback period, internal rate of return, cash flow,
profit, etc., over the lifetime of the project;

• Comparison of the proposed fast bidding strategy with a traditional robust mathe-
matical approach to show the effectiveness of the proposed strategy for deciding or
changing the bidding values in a short period of time.

The paper is organised as follows: The next section provides the problem formulation
for the VPP’s profit. Section 3 develops a robust bidding strategy for participation in the
LFAS and energy markets. Section 4 discusses the simulation results. Concluding remarks
are provided in Section 5.

2. Problem Formulation

The goal of participation in the WEM and managing customers’ loads is to maximize
the profit of the VPP. Therefore, the objective function of the problem is formulated as
follows in (1) over a day. In all equations, the indices d, h represent the values of the
corresponding parameter at h-th hour of d-th day.

maximize (Rtot − Ctot)Constraints :
{

Energy storage charging/discharging
Customer pre f erences constraints

, (1)

Rtot = RFix + RVar = RFix + ∑24
h=1 Ed,h

outπ
d,h + ∑24

h=1 Ed,h
RESτd,h

RES,E+

∑24
h=1 Pd,h

LFAS,UPζd,h
LFAS,UP + ∑24

h=1 Pd,h
LFAS,DOWNζd,h

LFAS,DOWN ,
(2)

Ed,h
out =

{
Ed,h

PV − Ed,h
RES i f

(
Ey,h

PV − Ey,h
RES

)
> 0

0 otherwise
, (3)

Ctot = CFix + (1 + αy)∑24
h=1 Ed,h

in πd,h + (1 + βy)∑24
h=1 Ed,h

in ωd,h + (γy + δy + θy)∑24
h=1 Ed,h

in (4)

Ed,h
in =

{
Ed,h

PV − Ed,h
RES i f

(
Ed,h

PV − Ed,h
RES

)
< 0

0 otherwise
, (5)

where Rtot and Ctot are the total revenue and expenses of the VPP, respectively. RFix is
the fixed revenue and RVar is the variable revenue which includes three terms: the daily
revenue from selling Ey,h

out to the electricity energy market (∑24
h=1 Ed,h

outπ
d,h) at the market price
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of πd,h, the daily revenue from selling Ed,h
RES to the customers (∑24

h=1 Ed,h
RESτd,h

RES,E) at the agreed

price of τd,h
RES,E, and the daily revenue from selling Pd,h

LFAS,UP to the upwards LFAS market

(∑24
h=1 Pd,h

LFAS,UPζd,h
LFAS,UP) at the weighted average price of ζd,h

LFAS,UP and selling Pd,h
LFAS,DOWN

to the downwards LFAS market at the weighted average price of ζd,h
LFAS,DOWN . Ed,h

PV is the

energy generated by the PV system and Ed,h
RES is the customers’ energy consumption. The

electricity tariff for the customer is 94.63 cents/day for the fixed cost and 26.39 cents/kWh
for energy usage at any hour, which is provided at a 10% discount compared to the local
utility tariff [21]. The actual LFAS prices are not published by the AEMO; therefore, we can
only use the weighted average prices for LFAS, which are published by the AEMO. The
input data for PV generations, electricity prices, and LFAS prices are adjusted as per the
robustness consideration, as discussed in Section 3.3.

Ctot is the total expenses of the VPP for a day; CFix is the fixed part of the expenses
as CAPEX; Ed,h

in is the total energy purchased from the WEM at the price of πd,h through
a retailer with the margin of αy; ωy,h are the local utility tariff costs [22]; and γy , δy , and
θy, respectively, are the fees associated with the Clean Energy Regulator, the ancillary
service, and the market. The detailed formulation and explanation of costs and expenses is
provided in [4].

2.1. The Modelling of Gamification for Customer Engagement

The gamification approach proposed here is based on a virtual home system owned
by each dwelling. By increasing the efficiency of this virtual home system, the participants
can compete against each other and get more benefits, prizes, badges, etc. The details of
the gamified approach for customer engagement are as presented in [21]. Based on this
effective approach, the energy consumption by dwellings, Ed,h

RES, is

Ed,h
RES = Ed,h

RES,de f − ϑh$hEd,h
RES, (6)

where Ed,h
RES,de f is the default load profile of the dwellings, and ϑh and $h are the electricity reduc-

tion factor and the percentage of customer participation in the gamified approach, respectively.

2.2. The Constraints

The constraint for the energy storage, VRFB, is as follows. In this formulation, it is
considered that the energy storage is dedicated to participation in the LFAS market.

0 ≤ SOCd,h
VRFB ≤ SOCmax

VRFB , ∀d, h,0 ≤ Pd,h
LFAS,UP ≤ Pmax

VRFB, 0 ≤ Pd,h
LFAS,DOWN ≤ Pmax

VRFB, (7)

where SOCd,h
VRFB and SOCmax

VRFB are the state of charge (SOC) at day d and time interval of h
and the maximum state of charge, and Pmax

VRFB is the maximum charging/discharging power
of the VRFB. Since Pd,h

LFAS,UP is for the upwards LFAS, which is for increasing frequency,
the energy storage should inject power to the grid. This reduces the SOC of the energy
storage; therefore, Pd,h

LFAS,UP comes with a negative sign in the SOC calculation. However,

Pd,h
LFAS,DOWN is for the downwards LFAS, resulting in charging the energy storage.

Another constraint is the customer preference constraints, which are pre-defined val-
ues by residences to satisfy their comfort levels. Every command for customer participation
in demand change can be withdrawn by a customer or programmed by them, i.e., for which
times and dates and for which appliances; the VPP commands can or cannot be applied.
The detailed formulation of the customer preference constraints is provided in [21].
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3. A Robust Bidding Strategy for the LFAS and Energy Markets

In the case of the realistic VPP in this paper, which is in the medium-sized range, and
considering a size for energy storage of 350 kW/700 kWh and 810 kW for rooftop PVs, the
following expert method of bidding strategy is used:

• The VRFB is dedicated to participating in the LFAS market;
• The excess PV generation is sold to the energy market after covering the customer’s

load during PV generation.

For this bidding strategy, the customer’s load is shifted through the gamification
approach from expensive energy hours during non-PV hours to non-expensive energy
hours during PV hours to maximize the profit of the VPP, based on the gamification method
in [21]. Most major appliances in this VPP such as a heat pump HWS, a dishwasher, a dryer,
and a washing machine are controllable and planned to respond to the commands from the
VPP controller to run mostly during PV generation as discussed in [4].

This bidding strategy is simple but effective, as it is based on the expert model, which
is understandable and accepted by the industry. The rationale behind this strategy is
that, at the moment, only scheduled generators, such as the VRFB, are accepted by the
AEMO in WA to participate in the LFAS market [15]. The reward for participating in the
LFAS market is also higher than participating in the energy market only, most of the time.
Therefore, a major part of the flexibility in the VPP, which is energy storage, is dedicated to
the LFAS. The overall structure of the proposed bidding strategy method is provided in the
flowchart in Figure 2. As seen, after collecting the required data, the bids for the LFAS are
obtained. Then, independently, the gamification is run, and the bidding amount for energy
is calculated, as discussed in this section.
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3.1. Bidding Model in the LFAS Market

The LFAS market is run for each 30 min (trading interval) in the WEM. The bidding
into the LFAS market depends on the SOC of the VRFB at the end of the last trading interval
and the efficiency of the VRFB. However, the amount of power bidding is also limited to the
maximum power. The LFAS bids are proposed as in (8) and (9). The amount of bidding for
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the upwards LFAS is calculated based on the SOC divided by the trading interval (Ttrading)

for the LFAS market, multiplied by the roundtrip efficiency (ηe f f
VRFB) of the VRFB, as seen

in (8). This bidding amount is capped by the maximum power capability of the VRFB.
The efficiency of the VRFB is only considered in conjunction with upwards LFAS, as it is
the roundtrip efficiency. Based on a similar concept, (9) provides the bidding value for
downwards LFAS. Here, it is assumed that if the AEMO needs LFAS from this VPP, it
enables the upwards or downwards LFAS bidding values to be determined as in (8) and (9).

In real life, the downwards and upwards LFAS are enabled for a shorter period of
time within Ttrading, which are defined as td,h

LFAS,DOWN and td,h
LFAS,UP, respectively. These

times are modelled as random values, as in (13) and (14), because they depend on many
parameters at the time of LFAS enablement including grid situation. The duration of LFAS
usage depends on the balance of load and generation including roof top PV generation,
which is very volatile; therefore, the best modelling for this duration is a random number.
There is also a lack of available data on the enablement of the LFAS in each trading interval
as they are not published by the AEMO. For the same reason, the command (CmdLFAS)
by the AGC on the enablement of upwards, downwards, or both LFAS services during
the corresponding trading interval, has a random behaviour. Hence, in the simulation,
the command for LFAS enablement is generated randomly for each trading interval. For
example in (13), if the downwards LFAS is not activated, td,h

LFAS,DOWN is zero, and if enabled,

td,h
LFAS,DOWN is a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and Ttrading.

Enabled,h
LFAS is the enablement rate of the LFAS service for the VRFB. In practice, the

LFAS are not enabled in all intervals, which is modelled as a random variable here. A sensi-
tivity analysis is conducted on the enablement rate in Section 4. The term random

(
0, Ttrading

)
is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and Ttrading, and round() is the
round function.

Pro f itd
LFAS in (11) is the daily profit from participation in the LFAS market. Although

there are some costings associated with participation in the LFAS market in the WEM, the
detailed costings of the contracts are only available internally to AEMO and not to the
public. The AEMO has published the weighted average prices for upwards and downwards
LFAS, ζd,h

LFAS,UP and ζd,h
LFAS,DOWN which are used in this paper, as shown in Figure 3 [20].

These prices include the weighted average of all revenue and expenses and can be used as
representative of the profit of participation in the LFAS market.
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EnergyThroughPutd
VRFB in (12) is the “energy throughput” of the battery for d-th day,

which is the amount of energy that can be delivered by the VRFB. Although in some cases,
the curve of depth of discharge (DoD) vs. lifetime of energy storages is used for estimating
their lifetime, this approach is not very effective when we have volatile PV generation
and load. In this paper, we are using the energy throughput parameters for estimating
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the remaining lifetime of the VRFB. This method is increasingly being adopted by more
manufacturers, and they now guarantee the amount of energy throughput for their energy
storages [23].

Pd,h
LFAS,UP = min

(
SOCd,h−1

VRFB × η
e f f
VRFB

Ttrading
, Pmax

VRFB

)
, ∀d, h, (8)

Pd,h
LFAS,DOWN = min

(
SOCmax

VRFB − SOCd,h−1
VRFB

Ttrading
, Pmax

VRFB

)
, (9)

SOCd,h
VRFB = SOCd,h−1

VRFB + Pd,h
LFAS,DOWNtd,h

LFAS,DOWN/η
e f f
VRFB − Pd,h

LFAS,UPtd,h
LFAS,UP , ∀d, h (10)

Pro f itd
LFAS =

24

∑
h=1

Pd,h
LFAS,UPζd,h

LFAS,UP +
24

∑
h=1

Pd,h
LFAS,DOWNζd,h

LFAS,DOWN , (11)

EnergyThroughPutd
VRFB =

24

∑
h=1

Pd,h
LFAS,UPtd,h

LFAS,UP, (12)

td,h
LFAS,DOWN =


0 Cmdd,h

LFAS = UP or No cmd
random

(
0, Ttrading

)
Cmdd,h

LFAS = DOWN

random
(

0, Ttrading/2
)

Cmdd,h
LFAS = UP & DOWN

, (13)

td,h
LFAS,UP =


random

(
0, Ttrading

)
Cmdd,h

LFAS = UP

0 Cmdd,h
LFAS = DOWN or No cmd

random
(

0, Ttrading/2
)

Cmdd,h
LFAS = UP & DOWN

, (14)

Cmdd,h
LFAS =


UP Rnd_Cmdd,h

LFAS = 1
DOWN Rnd_Cmdd,h

LFAS = 2
UP & DOWN Rnd_Cmdd,h

LFAS = 3
No command Rnd_Cmdd,h

LFAS = 0

, (15)

Rnd_Cmdd,h
LFAS =

{
round(random(1, 3)) random(0, 1) ≤ Enabled,h

LFAS
0 random(0, 1) > Enabled,h

LFAS
. (16)

3.2. Bidding Model in Energy Market

As the battery is utilised in the LFAS market in this section, the only source of energy
to participate in the energy market is the excess PV generation after covering the demand.
Ed,h

RES is the demand considering demand management through the gamified approach, as
discussed in Section 2.1.

Ed,h
Energy = Ed,h

RES − Ed,h
PV , (17)

where Ed,h
Energy is the bidding amount in the energy market and Ed,h

PV is the PV generation in

the h-th hour and d-th day. Ed,h
Energy is negative when selling to and positive when buying

from the market.

3.3. Robustness Consideration

Robust optimization means that the values of the decision variables obtained from
the algorithm are optimum for the worst case of uncertain parameters [24]. Therefore,
the robust algorithm tries to obtain the optimum results even for the worst-case scenarios
which need to be found first. The uncertainty of participation in the LFAS market is
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the price of upwards and downwards LFAS. The electricity price and PV generation are
the uncertain parameters in the energy market. These uncertain input parameters are
modelled as variables between a low and high boundary. To satisfy the requirement of
robust optimization, the worst-case scenarios are provided in Table 1. It is important to
mention that considering the worst-case scenario in the method does not mean that the
algorithm is conservative, but it does guarantee the robustness of the proposed method.

Table 1. The worst-case scenario for participation in LFAS and energy market.

PV Generation Electricity Price LFAS Price

The VPP is selling energy to the
energy market low low —–

The VPP is buying energy from
the energy market low high —–

The VPP is participating in
LFAS market —– —– low

It is also assumed that when the LFAS service is enabled in any trading interval, the
amount of bidding power for LFAS is used for the period of the LFAS provision, which is
considered as the worst case for the use of energy storage.

3.4. A Robust Bidding Strategy for the Energy Market Only

When participating only in the energy market, the energy storage is also utilized for
bidding in the energy market. A fast and robust method for this case is detailed in [21], and
the strategy is not repeated here. However, in this paper, we provide a comparison against
a traditional mathematical-based optimization algorithm to show the effectiveness of this
proposed algorithm.

4. Simulation Results

In this section, the simulation results for participation of the VPP in the LFAS and the
energy markets in the WEM is discussed. The case study is the realistic VPP, comprising
67 residential homes in South Lake in WA, which includes a 350 kW/700 kWh VRFB and
an 810 kW solar system installed on the roofs of the dwellings. The detailed information on
the design of this VPP is provided in [4]. Controllable appliances using EEBUS protocol
with automatic and manual control platforms based on a cloud are also proposed for each
home [25].

4.1. Assumptions

The costings of CAPEX such as solar system, VRFB, inverters, and the coefficient of
market expenses are provided in [4]. Other input parameters are provided in Table 2. The
uncertainty levels are modelled as a band interval. For example, 10% uncertainty of PV
generation means that the PV generation changes within ±10% of the mean value of PV
generation at a specific time.

4.2. Economic Comparison

The duration of LFAS bidding when participating in the LFAS market is a random
process; in order to have a better understanding of economic parameters such as profit
and payback period, a Monte Carlo simulation with 100 runs was used. Each run includes
a complete year of simulation for every trading interval. For each trading interval, the
bidding values are calculated based on the strategy provided in Section 3. After obtaining
the outcome of 100 runs, the mean and standard deviation of parameters are calculated for
comparison. The Monte Carlo simulation has been run 1000 times for a case in this paper.
The differences between the output data and those from 100 runs is almost negligible;
therefore, 100 runs for the Monte Carlo simulation is justifiable.
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Table 2. Input parameters for simulations.

Parameters Value

Uncertainty levels (%)

PV generation 10%

Electricity price 10%

LFAS price 20%

Gamification parameters
Electricity reduction factor 50%

Customer participation 80%

VRFB
Efficiency (%) 85%

Maximum energy throughput 13,000,000 kWh

Discount for customers 10%

Interest rate 5%

Horizon year (years) 20

The net present values (NPVs) of total revenue, expense, and profit for the duration
of the project study (20 years) is provided in Figure 4. As seen in Figure 4, the total profit
of the VPP is reduced by decreasing the enablement of LFAS service. The profit is about
AUD 4.6 M for an enablement of 80% and decreases to about AUD 3.3 M for an enablement
of 50%, which is about 28% reduction in the profit of the VPP. In realistic operation, we
are expecting an enablement of more than 80%, as there are many volatile rooftop PV
generators connected to the grid and they are increasing with time. Furthermore, batteries
are much faster than traditional rotating generators, so they can respond to any frequency
deviation faster; this means that the LFAS services by the VRFB can be enabled faster and
with a higher probability.
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Figure 4 shows that the profit of the VPP with the LFAS is higher than the profit
without the LFAS and only participating in the energy market. As indicated in Figure 4,
the profit with the LFAS at an enablement of 90%, for example, is about AUD 1.4 M higher
than the profit when participating only in the energy market. This shows a significant
improvement of around 45% in profit by participating in the LFAS market. Figure 4
illustrates that there are no major differences in the NPV of the expenses, as the enablement
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influences the operation of the energy storage, and the investment is about the same. The
standard deviation (SD) of the parameters including the NPV of profit and revenue is
around 0.5%, which shows a consistent outcome across 100 different runs of the Monte
Carlo simulation.

As shown in Figure 5, the payback periods and internal rates of return (IRRs) for
different levels of enablement rate (%) for the LFAS market, and the comparison with
the financial parameters without the LFAS market, are presented. As can be seen in
Figure 5, the figures for the payback periods and IRRs are much better in the case with
LFAS participation. The payback period shows a significant improvement to about 6 years
for the enablement of more than 90% of the LFAS, compared to about 9 years without
LFAS participation; this is a very good incentive for private investors to invest in VPPs. As
illustrated in Figure 5, the IRR is about 18% with the LFAS with an enablement of more
than 90%, while the IRR is around 10% when the VPP is designed to only participate in
the energy market; this is a major improvement in the financial outcome when considering
the LFAS market. As seen in Figure 5, the payback period increases from 6 to 8 years, and
the IRR decreases from 18% to 12%, when the enablement rate decreases from 98% to 50%.
The main reason is that the revenue from the LFAS market reduces by the decrease in the
enablement rate, while the investments on the CAPEX are about the same for both cases.
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Figure 5. The payback periods and internal rates of return for different levels of enablement rate (%)
for the LFAS market and without the LFAS market.

In Figure 5, the SD of the IRR and payback period is around 0.6%, which shows a
robust outcome across all 100 runs of the Monte Carlo simulation.

4.3. Energy Throughput and Lifetime of VRFB

When participating in the LFAS market, we charge and discharge the VRFB more often,
so we need to investigate the lifetime of the battery at different levels of enablement, as seen
in Figure 6. As can be seen in this figure, the energy throughput by the VRFB increases with
a higher level of enablement, resulting in a reduction in the useful lifetime of the battery.
As shown in Figure 6, if the enablement rate of LFAS is less than 80%, the useful lifetime of
the VRFB is its calendar lifetime or 25 years. Figure 6 shows that the useful lifetime of the
VRFB is less than 25 years when the enablement rate is more than 80%. However, the useful
lifetime of the battery is still more than 20 years when the enablement is higher than 80%,
which is more than the horizon year for the analysis of this project (20 years). Therefore, the
VRFB can be used at the highest enablement rate, and it is expected to deliver LFAS service
during the lifetime of the project. This is another advantage of the VRFB when compared
to other types of energy storage.
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Figure 6. The energy throughput and useful lifetime of VRFB at different levels of enablement rate
(%) for the LFAS market.

4.4. Cash Flow Analysis

Another financial indicator for a project is the cash flow. As depicted in Figure 7, the
cash flow with different enablement rates is provided. As shown in Figure 7, the investment
in year 0 is almost the same for all cases of the enablement. However, the amount of income
is much higher in later years, when the enablement rate for LFAS activation is higher.
Figure 7 illustrates, for example, the cash flow in year 20 with an enablement of 90% is
about AUD 1.5 M higher than the case with an enablement of 50%. The cash flow graph
shows that the payback period of the cases with the higher enablement is lower, as seen in
Figure 7, because the VRFB is participating more in the LFAS market when the enablement
is higher.
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Figure 7. The cash flow for the VPP at different levels of enablement rate (%) when participating in
LFAS and energy markets.
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4.5. The Impact of Gamification

It is desirable for the VPP investor to see the impact of gamification for customer
engagement on the financial parameters of the VPP. Here, we discuss some aspects of
this effect; for example, the revenue and profit at different enablement with and without
gamification is provided in Figure 8. As shown in this figure, the total profit is higher
with the gamification as this approach encourages customers to participate in demand
management through an enjoyable and gamified system, while not compromising their
comfort levels. As seen in Figure 8, the increase in the total profit due to gamification
when participating in both the LFAS and energy markets is about AUD 80,000, which is
an improvement in the total profit. As depicted in Figure 8, if the VPP participates in the
energy market only, the improvement is about AUD 54,000 with gamification. This shows
that the gamification is also more effective when the VPP is participating in both the LFAS
and energy markets, as compared to the case of only the energy market.
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Figure 8. The total NPV of profit of the VPP project with and without gamification at different levels
of enablement rate (%).

Figure 9 shows that the payback period is higher without considering gamification,
which is a fraction of a year of improvement with gamification. In this simulation, just
one run of the program is considered to show indicative results for the payback periods
and profits.

As shown in Figure 9, the improvement of performance due to gamification is not
relatively very high as the number of dwellings is not very high and the peak load of the
customers (~140 kW) compared to the size of PV (810 kW) and battery capacity (700 kWh)
is low. If the VPP expands in the future and includes more customers, this improvement
will also be enhanced. To prove this, the simulation is run with five times larger load.
In this case, the profit of the VPP increases by about AUD 220,000 with gamification as
compared to without gamification. This shows that the number of customers and the level
of loading has a great impact on the gamification approach for customer engagement.
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4.6. The Components of the NPV of Revenues and Expenses

The components of revenues and expenses are detailed in this paper and in [4].
Figures 10 and 11 show the components of the NPV of revenue and the NPV of expenses,
respectively. As can be seen in the revenue graph, Figure 10, the component of the LFAS
revenue decreases by the reduction in the enablement of the LFAS. This LFAS revenue
does not exist in the revenue component of the case in which the VPP participates only in
the energy market. As seen in Figure 10, the reserve capacity credit is revenue when the
VPP is not participating in the LFAS, as the VPP can apply for and receive a credit for the
development of capacity in the WEM. However, when the battery is dedicated to the LFAS
market, the VPP cannot obtain a measurable reserve capacity credit for it. As shown in
Figure 10, the amount of energy sold to the WEM in the case of no LFAS is higher than the
cases with the LFAS participation. As in this case, the VRFB is also charged and discharged
optimally to sell energy to the WEM. The figures provided in this section were obtained by
one simulation run to show indicative values of revenues and expenses.
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As shown in Figure 11, the expenses for different levels of the enablement are about
the same; only one representative example of the expense components is provided. As can
be seen in Figure 11, the amount of energy purchased from the WEM in the case with the
LFAS is higher than the case without the LFAS, as energy storage is working towards an
optimal energy transaction in the case of no LFAS. It is evident that the major expenses are
associated with the maintenance of the VRFB and PV panels.

4.7. Customer Benefit

As discussed in Section 2, the tariff for the customer within the VPP is provided 10%
cheaper when compared to the tariff of the local utility. This provides a 10% reduction in
the costs of electricity for each dwelling. The average cost of electricity per home within
the VPP per year is about AUD 1504 considering the assumptions in this simulation. This
electricity cost could be AUD 1671 if the customers are not a part of the VPP. In addition,
the customer can benefit from participating in the gamified app to socialize and compete
for obtaining more discounts in energy consumption.

4.8. Comparison with a Robust Mathematical Algorithm

To verify the expert and robust methods provided for the bidding in the energy market
only, the proposed approach provided in [21] is compared with a robust mathematical
algorithm, detailed in [26].

Figure 12 shows the daily profit optimized using both the proposed robust and the
mathematical methods. As can be seen in Figure 12, the difference between the outcome of
these two algorithms is very small. As depicted in Figure 12, the average daily error for
the profit over a year is 2.7% and the SD of the error is 3.1%; this shows the accuracy of the
proposed robust and simple methods.
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Figure 12. The daily profit comparison between the proposed robust method and the mathematical
robust method for participating in the energy market only.

Figure 13 illustrates the yearly revenue, expense, and profit obtained using the pro-
posed method and the mathematical algorithm. As seen in Figure 13, the difference over
a year is also very minor, with an error of 2.9%, 4.1%, and 2.7% for the yearly revenue,
expense, and profit, respectively. These errors over a year are very small compared to the
benefits of the proposed robust bidding strategy, which are also understandable and fast.
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Figure 13. The yearly revenue, expense, and profit comparison between the proposed robust method
and the mathematical robust method for participating in the energy market only.

The computational time taken to find a solution with the bidding strategy for 365 runs
over a year for 365 days based on the proposed method and another robust mathematical
method, is presented in Table 3. As seen in this table, the difference between the running
time is significant, which is critical when the VPP wants to evaluate the bidding values
upon receiving new data just before the gate closure. In such cases, the VPP can run the
bidding strategy to find better values for the bids to improve the profit. In some cases,
the VPP is required to run more sensitivity analyses with respect to the uncertainties of
input data in a short period of time, e.g., major weather events or a fault in the VPP, to
revise the bidding and enhance the reliability and profit of the VPP. In this case, the speed
of the proposed expert method is essential. Another benefit of the proposed fast method
is that the amount of required memory for the proposed expert method is much less than
for the robust mathematical method, as it does not require a lot of iterations to solve the
bidding problem.
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Table 3. Computational Time for 365 Runs.

The Proposed Robust Method The Robust Mathematical Method

0.66 s 947.10 s

The abovementioned evidence shows the significance of the proposed method over
traditional mathematical methods. The platform for simulating these methods is MATLAB
on a machine with a 2.9 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM.

5. Discussion

The simulation shows that the proposed bidding strategy is a powerful tool for VPPs
when they are participating in the energy and LFAS markets. This bidding strategy can
exactly determine the bidding values in both markets by considering the uncertainties
and the associated constraints. The modelling is based on an expert and robust method
considering the WEM rules. This model is validated through comparison with a robust
mathematical algorithm.

The financial indicators of the VPP under study improved when it participates in both
the energy and LFAS markets. For example, the profit with the LFAS at an enablement
of 90% is about AUD 1.4 M higher than the profit when participating only in the energy
market. The payback period was enhanced to about 6 years when participating in both the
energy and LFAS (with 90% enablement) markets, as compared to about 9 years without
LFAS participation. Further, the IRR is about 18% by engaging in both the LFAS and energy
markets, while the IRR is around 10% when participating in the energy market only.

Such an improvement in economic parameters encourages investors to invest in
private VPPs. However, there are some practical challenges, such as the cost of batteries. To
reduce the cost of batteries over the lifetime of the project, in this paper we propose the use
of VRFB, which gives us a longer lifetime and lower maintenance and replacement costs.

One of the critical benefits of the proposed algorithm is its high speed and the low
computational effort required. The speed of the proposed algorithm for the bidding strategy
is critical due to the following reasons:

1. In the electricity market, there is a gate closure moment right before each trading
interval [15]. The participants can provide an updated bid for the energy and LFAS
markets based on the most recent and up-to-date data and information to maximise
their profit. As this period for decision making is very short, many participants cannot
effectively use this period due to the higher computational efforts of their bidding
algorithm. Therefore, the speed of algorithm needs to be very high to accommodate
the need for very quick decision making. Although the error of the proposed method
is about 2.7%, the speed of the proposed algorithm (about 1435 times faster) enables
the participants to maximise their profit by a better bidding value for each trading
interval before the gate closure. If the proposed algorithm improves the bidding
for each trading interval by as little as 5% (as an indication) on average, the total
benefit of participants due to the use of the proposed algorithm would be higher when
compared with the other strategies.

2. Sometimes, participants want to analyse uncertainties and different input parameters
before the closing gate of each trading interval to find an optimal bid. In such
situations, the speed of the algorithm is much more critical. In these cases, the
proposed algorithm can attain the opportunity for market participants.

3. In long-term power system planning, we need thousands of iterations with thousands
of variables. The inclusion of the electricity market in planning and analysis with
a bidding strategy that is not fast enough, results in a huge computational effort in
the scale of many days. Therefore, the proposed fast bidding strategy is crucial from
the planning perspective. Another benefit of the fast algorithm is the much lower
memory required for attaining an optimal bid, specifically in the context of planning.
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6. Conclusions

A robust and fast bidding strategy for participation of VPPs in the load-following
ancillary service (LFAS) and energy markets in the WEM is proposed. To study the effec-
tiveness of the proposed expert bidding strategy, a realistic VPP comprising 67 dwellings
in WA is studied. The simulation results show that participation in both the LFAS and
energy markets yields a better financial return, including payback period and internal rate
of return (IRR). For example, the payback period of the VPP system is improved from 9
to 6 years, and the IRR from 10.5% to 18%, by participating in both the LFAS and energy
markets. This improvement is achieved without compromising the useful lifetime of energy
storage to a great extent over the period of the project. This is because the VRFB chosen for
this VPP has a longer life and much higher energy throughput when compared to other
battery technologies.

In this VPP, the customers are also participating in a demand management scheme by
the VPP owner through a developed gamified approach. In this arrangement, the customers
accept the command by the VPP through an enjoyable and socialised gaming platform
while not compromising their comfort levels. All customers will benefit by participating
in the VPP as their electricity costs are at least 10% lower than when not participating in
the VPP.

The comparison of the proposed robust bidding strategy with a robust mathematical
method shows the effectiveness of the proposed method. The accuracy of the proposed
method is very high with a daily average error of 2.7%. However, the computational
effort for the proposed method is much lower, i.e., 0.66 s, compared to 947.10 s for the
mathematical methods.

Future work could include the trading among multiple VPPs in addition to the WEM.
The centralised cooling and heating systems could potentially improve the efficiency of the
system if designed carefully and can be used as a thermal energy storage when participating
in the WEM. Therefore, this is suggested as future work for researchers who are interested
in this domain. Soon, VPPs will be able to participate in multiple ancillary services, not only
the LFAS market. Therefore, it is appropriate to develop a bidding strategy to integrate
the bidding for the energy market with multiple ancillary services in the WEM. Another
technology is the PV/thermal unit that generates PV while generating warm water or air.
Such technologies are becoming available and can be used for increasing the temperature
of water or air to be used in hot water or air conditioning systems. Evaluating the viability
of PV/thermal hybrid units within a VPP is another subject for future research.
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Glossary
Abbreviations
AEMO Australian Energy Market Operator
AGC Automatic Generation Control
AUD Australian Dollar
CAPEX Capital expenditure
CRF Capital recovery factor
DoD Depth of discharge
DSS Dispatch support service
HWS Hot water system
IRR Internal rate of return
LFAS Load-following ancillary service
LRRAS Load rejection reserve ancillary service
NPV Net present value
PV Photovoltaic
SD Standard deviation
SOC State of charge
SRAS Spinning reserve ancillary service
SRS System restart service
TOU Time of use tariff
VPP Virtual power plant
VRFB Vanadium redox flow battery
WA Western Australia
WEM Wholesale electricity market
Variables
Rtot Total revenue of the VPP
Ctot Total expenses of the VPP
RFix The fixed revenue
RVar The variable revenue
Ey,h

out The amount of energy sold to the electricity energy market
Ed,h

RES The amount of energy sold to customers
Pd,h

LFAS,UP The bidding power for the upwards LFAS market
Pd,h

LFAS,DOWN The bidding power for the downwards LFAS market
Ed,h

PV The amount of energy generated by the PV system
SOCmax

VRFB The maximum SOC of VRFB
Ed,h

Energy The bidding amount in the energy market
πd,h The energy market price
τd,h

RES,E The agreed energy price for selling to customers
ζd,h

LFAS,UP The weighted average price for Pd,h
LFAS,UP

ζd,h
LFAS,DOWN The weighted average price for Pd,h

LFAS,DOWN
y, d, h Year, Day, Hour
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